In this paper, we introduce the notion of multiplier of a Hilbert algebra. The space of bounded multipliers is a semifinite von Neumann algebra isomorphic to the left von Neumann algebra of the Hilbert algebra, as expected. However, in the unbounded setting, the space of multipliers has the structure of a *-algebra with nice properties concerning commutant and affiliation: it is a pre-GW*-algebra. And this correspondence between Hilbert algebras and its multipliers is functorial. Then, we can endow the Hilbert algebra with a nice topology constructed from unbounded multipliers. As we can see from the theory developed here, multipliers should be an important tool for the study of unbounded operator algebras.
Introduction

Motivations
The theory of operator algebras (see [1, 2] ), C*-algebras and von Neumann algebras, was initiated by some mathematicians in the context of quantum mechanics during the 40ies and in particular by J. von Neumann and his celebrated bicommutant theorem [3] . Briefly speaking, a von Neumann algebra is a *-algebra of bounded operators on a Hilbert space with identity operator and weakly closed. Later, Dixmier introduced Hilbert algebras for the classification of semifinite von Neumann algebras and to show the commutant theorem [4] . A Hilbert algebra, endowed with a product, an involution and a scalar product, gives rise to a semifinite von Neumann algebra (its left or right von Neumann algebra) and any semifinite von Neumann algebra can be obtained in this way (up to isomorphism). This structure was then extended to the purely infinite case (see [1] ). The von Neumann algebras have nowadays applications in numerous domains of mathematics and physics, like knot theory, representation theory, noncommutative geometry, logics, probability, quantum field theory, statistical mechanics...
On another side, multipliers were introduced for C*-algebras in the 60ies [5] and then extended to various contexts as Fréchet algebras. This tool showed its importance for the theory of C*-algebras and in particular for locally compact quantum groups. A natural question relies on what multipliers of a Hilbert algebra should be. In a not so surprisingly way, such multipliers form a von Neumann algebra isomorphic to the left or right von Neumann algebra of the given Hilbert algebra. But this is not the end point concerning this structure... Indeed, operators appearing naturally in quantum mechanics are often unbounded as position and momentum operators. Then, mathematicians started to study *-algebras of unbounded operators with a common dense subdomain [6, 7] called later O*-algebras (see [8, 9] for a review on the subject). Properties of von Neumann algebras, generalized in appropriate ways to unbounded operator algebras, lead to the notions of EW*-algebras (symmetric O*-algebra M with bounded part M b von Neumann) [10] and GW*-algebras (O*-algebra equal to is bicommutant, with commutant stabilizing the domain, and one additional topological constraint on the domain) [11] .
Then, the question concerning multipliers of Hilbert algebras can be asked in the unbounded context. Can we define a notion of unbounded multiplier of a Hilbert algebra? Does this notion fit in the generalizations of von Neumann algebras that are EW*-or GW*-algebras? We will see in this paper that such multipliers M(A) of a Hilbert algebra A exist but they do not form an EW*-algebra in general, even not a GW*-algebra, but only a pre-GW*-algebra, relaxing the topological constraint on the domain. Moreover, one can associate to M(A) a GW*-algebra M topo (A) giving rise to an interesting topology on the domain A. As it is the case for (bounded) von Neumann algebras, such unbounded multipliers of Hilbert algebras should probably be crucial tools for the study of unbounded operator algebras.
Deformation quantization yields interesting examples of operator algebras related to Poisson geometry and it was also introduced in the context of quantum mechanics [12] . A deformation quantization of Poisson manifold M is the data of an associative product θ on C ∞ (M ) (or one of its dense subspace) depending on a deformation parameter θ, constructed from the Poisson structure, and such that it corresponds to the commutative pointwise product for θ = 0.
On one side, one can consider formal deformation quantization, where the star-product
) is a formal power series in the deformation parameter θ. Such deformation quantizations were intensively studied, and definitely classified in [13] . For example, there is only one class of deformation on M = R 2n given by the Moyal product
for f i ∈ C ∞ (R 2n ) and ω a symplectic structure on R 2n . In the more general case where G = M is a Lie group, such a deformation then corresponds to a Drinfeld twist that permits to deform also algebras on which G acts [14] . In a non-formal point of view, more interesting for functional analysis, and where the deformation parameter θ has now a real value, there is no classification of deformation quantizations, and there are actually only few available examples. For the Abelian group G = R 2n , the starproduct (1.1) acquires a non-formal meaning in the Moyal-Weyl formula
(ω(y,z)+ω(z,x)+ω(x,y)) dydz (1.2) for f i ∈ S(R 2n ), and for which (1.1) is the asymptotic expansion in θ close to 0. Rieffel then used this Abelian symmetry and this deformation in order to build a non-formal twist, also called universal deformation formula (UDF), that deforms continuously the C*-algebras on which R 2n is acting [15] . The star-exponential associated to the star-product (1.2) has been well-defined in a non-formal way and produces various applications in harmonic analysis [16, 17, 18] . Deformation quantizations of Abelian symmetries were also extended to the complex case [19, 20] , to the case of supergroups R 2n|m [21] and to Abelian p-adic groups [22] .
In order to construct deformation quantizations of non-Abelian groups, Bieliavsky developed a retract method also based on symmetries [23, 24, 25] . Starting from a non-formal star-product 1 θ on M , which is G 1 -strongly invariant and G 2 -covariant, if the shared symmetry H contained in both G 1 and G 2 is "sufficiently large", the retract method then constructs another non-formal star-product 2 θ on M that is G 2 -strongly invariant, as well as the explicit non-formal intertwiner U θ between 1 θ and 2 θ . This method was successfully applied to find non-formal deformation quantizations 2 θ of negatively curved Kählerian Lie groups, also called normal j-groups in [26] , starting from the Moyal-Weyl product 1 θ [24, 25] . An associated pseudodifferential calculus and a UDF were also built in [25] , and the corresponding star-exponential was exhibited in [27] with applications in harmonic analysis of these Lie groups.
It turns out [15] that the space L 2 (R 2n ) endowed with the Moyal-Weyl product 1 θ , the complex conjugation and its standard scalar product is a Hilbert algebra. In the same way, L 2 (M ) with the product 2 θ in the case of normal j-groups is [25] also a Hilbert algebra, while the intertwiner U θ can be viewed as a unitary *-homomorphism. Therefore this motivates the introduction of the notion of Hilbert deformation quantization (HDQ) in this paper, just formalizing these observations. As a consequence, bounded and unbounded multipliers can play a role for HDQ. Moreover, the symmetries of HDQ will allow defining in full generality various functional spaces adapted to these deformations. For example, such functional spaces in the case of M = R 2n were very useful to define spectral triple on the Moyal-Weyl deformation quantization [28] . Furthermore, the non-formal star-exponential can also be defined in a general way by using multipliers and has interesting relations with these functional spaces. All these applications stress that the context of Hilbert algebras and its bounded and unbounded multipliers is very adapted to non-formal deformation quantization, as well as symmetries. Indeed, this crucial concept of symmetry, already producing deformations by retract method and by Drinfeld twists, gives rise now directly to the topology of functional spaces adapted to these deformations.
Eventually, notice that a non-formal SL(2, R)-strongly invariant deformation quantization was recently exhibited [29] , and one can see that it gives also rise to a HDQ. Then, the formalism developed in this paper can be applied for this HDQ and for the symmetry SL(2, R), as for other more general symmetries and deformations. Explicit computation of the non-formal starexponential associated to this symmetry SL(2, R) can be found in [30] as well as its link with multipliers.
Outline of the paper
In section 2.1, we recall the well-known setting of Hilbert algebras -algebras with involution and scalar product -introduced by Dixmier, and their links with semifinite von Neumann algebras. Then, we present the framework of unbounded operator algebras in section 2.2. An O*-algebra on the dense domain D is an algebra of unbounded operators whose domains contain D, which stabilize D, as well as their adjoints. Such an O*-algebra induces on D its graphic topology. Bounded and unbounded commutants of O*-algebras are also recalled in section 2.3, which give rise to the notion of (pre-) GW*-algebra, an extension of von Neumann algebras to the unbounded setting.
In section 3.1, we start by defining bounded M b (A) and unbounded M(A) multipliers of a given Hilbert algebra A, inspired directly by the definition of double-centralizers of C*-algebras. We show in section 3.2 that bounded multipliers form a von Neumann algebra isomorphic to the left or right von Neumann algebra, as expected. For the space of unbounded multipliers M(A), we prove in section 3.3 that it has a structure of O*-algebra, we characterize its bounded commutant and its unbounded bicommutant, and we arrive to the fact that it is a pre-GW*-algebra (non-closed in general). It turns out as seen in section 3.4 that this multiplier construction defines a covariant functor between Hilbert algebras with isomorphisms as arrows and the category of von Neumann algebras or pre-GW*-algebras with spatial isomorphisms as arrows.
We consider in section 3.5 natural topologies on the Hilbert algebra A associated to multipliers. It turns out that the graphic topology of M(A) is not interesting here, but we can associate to M(A) another O*-algebra M topo (A), whose graphic topology τ M on A is called the multiplier topology; and this topology will have interesting applications to deformation quantization. We also endow M(A) with a natural locally convex complete topology, and we look in section 3.6 at some particular examples as multipliers of unital or commutative Hilbert algebras.
In section 4.1, we first define in a general way the concept of Hilbert deformation quantization (HDQ), which is just a non-formal deformation quantization with a Hilbert algebra structure, and we give some basic properties concerning its multipliers. For a given HDQ A θ , we then introduce in section 4.2 the crucial notion of symmetry g, which expresses the covariance of the deformation quantization in the language of HDQ. We show that a symmetry g of a HDQ A θ forms a subalgebra of multipliers whose multiplier topology generates a Fréchet algebra, Hilbert subalgebra of A θ , denoted by S(A θ , g) in analogy of the Schwartz space. Moreover, any representation of A θ with some natural conditions, i.e. quantization map associated to the deformation quantization, can be extended to unbounded multipliers M(S(A θ , g)).
In this operator setting of HDQ, we also define in a general way the star-exponential of a symmetry g in section 4.3, which is a unitary multiplier satisfying the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff property. Furthermore, other interesting functional spaces, G kl (A θ , g) generalizing topological spaces of Gracia-Bondia-Varilly, and H k (A θ , g) generalizing Sobolev spaces, are also associated to any symmetry g in section 4.4. In the case of an invariant symmetry (the deformation θ is strongly invariant), all these functional spaces can be characterized as smooth vectors for group actions in section 4.5.
In section 5.1, we look at the well-known example of Moyal-Weyl deformation quantization that defines a HDQ A θ , and for which the Weyl quantization is a representation. The translation group induces an invariant symmetry g of this HDQ A θ . For this basic example, we find for S(A θ , g) the usual Schwartz space S(R 2n ), for G kl (A θ , g) the topological spaces introduced by Gracia-Bondia-Varilly with the matrix basis (see section 5.2), for H k (A θ , g) the usual Sobolev spaces H k (R 2n ), and for the star-exponential the usual exponential. And we show in section 5.3 that the unbounded multipliers M(S(A θ , g)) corresponds to the usual θ -multipliers of the Fréchet algebra S(R 2n ). To illustrate the unital case, we also mention in section 5.4 the infinitedimensional Clifford algebras, seen as limit of HDQs.
Finally, we consider in section 5.5 the non-formal deformation quantization of Kählerian Lie groups with negative curvature, which is also a HDQ A θ with a representation. The bounded symmetric domains associated to these groups, and on which the HDQ lives, possess an interesting transvection group. Such a transvection group indeed induces an invariant symmetry of the HDQ A θ (bigger than the one induced by the Kählerian group itself). A theorem in section 5.6 shows that S(A θ , g) is identical to the modified Schwartz space introduced by Bieliavsky-Gayral for this deformation. The star-exponential for this symmetry can also be obtained explicitly by using computations of a previous paper. We conclude by expressing in a explicit way the new functional spaces H k (A θ , g) generated by this symmetry and adapted to this star-product.
Operator Algebra framework
To fix notations and conventions and to be self-contained, we recall the basics of Hilbert algebras theory (see [4] and references therein, where all the proofs are given) and the theory of O*-algebras and GW*-algebras (see [8, 9] ) that will be useful in this paper.
Hilbert algebras
We just recall here what are Hilbert algebras and give some of their fundamental properties.
Definition 2.1 Let A be an algebra over C with an involution and a scalar product 1 . We say that A is a Hilbert algebra if 1. for any x, y ∈ A, y * , x * = x, y , 2. for any x, y, z ∈ A, xy, z = y, x * z , 3. for any x ∈ A, the map λ x : y ∈ A → xy is continuous, 4. the set {xy, x, y ∈ A} is dense in A.
We note H A the Hilbert space that is the completion of A for the norm x := x, x associated to the scalar product.
For x ∈ A, it turns out that ρ x : y ∈ A → yx is also continuous. The maps λ, ρ extend to a *-algebra morphism λ : A → B(H A ) and a *-algebra antimorphism ρ : A → B(H A ), where B(H) denotes the bounded operators on the Hilbert space H. We note λ(A) (resp. ρ(A)) the weak closure of the image of A by λ (resp. ρ) and they are called left (resp. right) von Neumann algebras of the Hilbert algebra A. They satisfy λ(A) = ρ(A).
The involution extends continuously to a continuous operator on H A . Moreover, we can show that x * = x for all x ∈ H A , but the norm do not satisfy in general the C*-property. The space of Hilbert-Schmidt operators L 2 (H) of a Hilbert space H is an example of Hilbert algebra. Definition 2.2 An element x ∈ H A is called bounded if there exists λ x ∈ B(H A ) such that ∀y ∈ A, λ x (y) = ρ y (x), or equivalently if there exists ρ x ∈ B(H A ) such that ∀y ∈ A, ρ x (y) = λ y (x). We note A b the set of all bounded elements in H A , also called the fulfillment of A.
A Hilbert algebra is called full if it contains all the bounded elements, i.e. A = A b .
For any Hilbert algebra A, A b is also a Hilbert algebra (with same Hilbert completion) and by using λ, ρ, A b is included in λ(A) and ρ(A).
Theorem 2.3
Let A be a Hilbert algebra. For S ∈ λ(A) + (resp. T ∈ ρ(A) + ), we define
for some x (resp. y) bounded in H A ; and τ λ (S) := +∞ (resp. τ ρ (T ) := +∞) otherwise. Then, τ λ (resp. τ ρ ) is a faithful semifinite normal trace on λ(A) + (resp. ρ(A) + ). And τ λ (λ * x λ y ) = x, y for any x, y ∈ A b . 1 We choose the convention that the scalar product −, − is left antilinear and right linear.
The traces τ λ and τ ρ are called the natural traces on λ(A) + and ρ(A) + . It turns out that any von Neumann algebra with semifinite faithful normal trace is isomorphic to the left or right von Neumann algebra of a Hilbert algebra.
Corollary 2.4
Let A be a Hilbert algebra. If x ∈ A b bounded satisfies ρ y (x) = 0 for all y ∈ A, then x = 0.
Proof Suppose that ρ y (x) = 0 for any y ∈ A. Then, it can be extended for any y ∈ A b . Take y = x * , we have λ x λ x * = 0 and we can apply the trace: 0 = τ λ (λ x λ x * ) = x * , x * . Then x = 0. Proposition 2.5 Let A 1 and A 2 be Hilbert algebras. On the algebraic direct sum A 1 ⊕ A 2 , one can define the following natural structures:
is a Hilbert algebra and its completion is
Proposition 2.6 Let A and B be two Hilbert algebras. Then the natural structure of the algebraic tensor product are A ⊗ B:
Then, A ⊗ B is a Hilbert algebra and H A⊗B = H A ⊗H B (completed tensor product with respect to the scalar product). 
O*-algebras
In general, unbounded operators cannot be composed and they do not form an algebra. However, if the operators considered have a common dense subdomain and if they stabilize this subdomain, then composition is well-defined and one obtains an algebra. By adding the same conditions for the adjoint in order to get a *-algebra, we arrive to the following definitions. Let H be a Hilbert space and D be a dense subspace of H. Let also
where Dom(T ) denotes the domain of the operator T . It is a *-algebra of (closable) unbounded operators with the usual composition of operators and the involution given by the restriction of the adjoint to D: T + := (T * ) |D . The identity on D will be denoted by 1l and belongs to L + (D). 
GW*-algebras
Definition 2.11 The weak bounded commutant of an O*-algebra M is defined as
It is a weakly closed *-invariant subspace, but not an algebra in general.
There exist other notions of bounded (or unbounded) commutants than the ones presented here but we don't need them in the following.
Definition 2.12 Let T be a closed operator on H and N a von Neumann algebra on H. We recall that T is said affiliated with N if T commutes with all operators in N , i.e. if ∀S ∈ N , ST ⊂ T S, that is ∀x ∈ Dom(T ), S(x) ∈ Dom(T ) and T S(x) = S(T (x)). The usual weak, strong and strong* topologies can also be defined on L + (D). They are respectively defined by the seminorms x, T (y) , T (x) , T (x) + T + (x) , for T ∈ L + (D) and x, y ∈ D, and denoted by τ w , τ s and τ s * . We denote by [M] 
Definition 2.14 The weak unbounded commutant of an O*-algebra M is defined as
It is an O*-algebra on D. The unbounded bicommutant of M is
and it is an O*-algebra 
3 Theory of multipliers
Definition
We consider here a Hilbert algebra A and we use the notations introduced in section 2.1. Then, we can adapt the definition of multiplier of a C*-algebra or a Fréchet algebra to this context of Hilbert algebras in two different ways: one within the context of unbounded operators leaving A invariant and the other within the context of bounded operators.
Definition 3.1 We define an unbounded multiplier (also called simply a multiplier) of the Hilbert algebra A to be a pair
where L + (A) has been given in section 2.3. Let us denote by M(A) the set of all (unbounded) multipliers of A. This is a subset of L + (A ⊕ A).
Definition 3.2 On another side, we define a bounded multiplier of A to be a pair
Note that we didn't write xL(y) = R(x)y as before because L(y) and R(x) do not belong to A a priori. We denote by M b (A) the set of all bounded multipliers of A. This is a subset of B(H A ⊕ H A ).
Then we have ρ L(y) (x) = ρ y R(x) for any x, y ∈ A, and this extends to any x ∈ A b by density. This means that λ x L(y) = ρ L(y) (x) = ρ y R(x) for x ∈ A b and y ∈ A. Thus R(x) is bounded and λ R(x) = λ x L. We can do the same thing for L(x).
This means that A b is a *-algebra stable under bounded multipliers. Actually, it turns out that if B is dense Hilbert subalgebra of A, M b (B) = M b (A), so that the bounded multipliers depend only of the data of the algebra of bounded elements.
We note L ∈ M L (A) (resp. R ∈ M R (A)).
• A left bounded multiplier (resp. right bounded multiplier) of A is an operator L ∈ B(H A ) (resp. R ∈ B(H A )) satisfying
So, (bounded or unbounded) left (resp. right) multipliers are right (resp. left) A-module homomorphisms. Let us see their relation with multipliers of Definitions 3.1 and 3.2. Denote by J :
We have the equivalence between
we deduce that R = JL * J.
• For the reciproc 2
and (L, R) ∈ M b (A).
• We can show the equivalence 1 ⇔ 3 just as above.
With the same arguments as in the above Proposition, we can show an analogue statement in the unbounded case.
Structure of bounded multipliers
In this section, we will show that M b (A) is a von Neumann algebra and that it is isomorphic to the left λ(A) or the right ρ(A) von Neumann algebra associated to the Hilbert algebra A.
First we endow M b (A) with the following structure:
• vector space:
• product:
• adjoint:
• norm: T := L = R , since R = JL * J (see Proposition 3.5) and J conserves the norm.
Proof Let us show this Lemma in the bounded case. For x ∈ A b and y, z ∈ A, λ y λ
. Due to properties of λ and ρ, Ξ : x → Ξ x is a *-algebra homomorphism. Moreover if Ξ x = 0, it is immediate by Corollary 2.4 to see that x = 0, so that this homomorphism is injective. By using Lemma 3.3 as well as Definition 3.2 and Proposition 3.5, we find that T Ξ x = Ξ L(x) and Ξ x T = Ξ R(x) . The arguments are similar in the unbounded case.
Lemma 3.8 Endowed with the above structure, M b (A) is a von Neumann algebra.
Proof Indeed, T ∈ M b (A) → T is a norm of algebra:
In the same way,
Let us now show that
Theorem 3.9 The bounded multiplier algebra of a Hilbert algebra A satisfies
Proof Due to Lemma 3.7, Ξ :
is an injective algebra morphism and we see that
, by using also Lemma 3.8, so its weak closure Ξ(A) = Ξ(A b ) is also a *-ideal. Let (L 1 , R 1 ) be the unit of Ξ(A). Then for any x, y ∈ A,
This means that L 1 and R 1 are the identity on the space {xy, x, y ∈ A} that is dense in A by 4th axiom of Definition 2.1. Therefore,
As a consequence, we have
. We see in particular with this characterization that the multiplier algebra of Hilbert-Schmidt operators is M b (L 2 (H)) B(H), due to the identification between bounded operators on H and bounded operators on L 2 (H).
Proposition 3.10
We can describe the commutant of
By using the usual commutant theorem, this means for example that S 1 lies in λ(A) = ρ(A). By Proposition 3.6, S 1 is then a left A-module homomorphism, i.e. S 1 ∈ M R,b (A). We can use the same arguments for S 2 J, JS 3 and JS 4 J.
Moreover, we can consider the natural semifinite faithful normal trace on
Otherwise, it is given by τ (T ) := +∞. Due to the identification with left or right von Neumann algebras (see Theorem 3.9), we have now the following results for the bounded multipliers of a direct sum or a tensor product of Hilbert algebras. 
, where ⊗ denotes the tensor product of von Neumann algebras.
Structure of unbounded multipliers
In this section, we will show that the space of (unbounded) multipliers M(A) on a Hilbert algebra A possesses a structure of pre-GW*-algebra strongly related to the von Neumann algebra of bounded multipliers M b (A). As in section 3.2, we endow M(A) with basic operations: if
• restriction of the adjoint to A:
Proof We can proceed as in the proof of Lemma 3.7.
Proposition 3.14 For the above operations, M(A) is an O*-algebra of domain A ⊕ A, containing A as a *-ideal.
containing the identity. We see easily that it is a vector subspace containing (1l
, then L + = JRJ and R + = JLJ due to Proposition 3.6, so T + = (L + , R + ) satisfies the identity of multipliers, and M(A) is an O*-algebra. Lemma 3.13 shows that A {Ξ x , x ∈ A} is a *-ideal of M(A).
Contrary to the bounded multipliers, M(A) depends strongly on A and not only on A b .
Lemma 3.15 The weak bounded commutant of M(A) coincides with the commutant of
Proof As in the proof of Proposition 3.10, we represent operators
leads to the following system of equations
In particular, for L = λ z with z ∈ A, we have
. We can proceed in a similar way for S 2 J, JS 3 and JS 4 J. .
Now consider T ∈ M(A) and its closure T = (L, R). As R + = JLJ, T can be represented as L 0 0 JLJ in the closed operators on H A⊕ H A . By using the expression of the elements
And this a consequence of Equation (3.1).
Lemma 3.17
The unbounded bicommutant of M(A) coincides with the multipliers: M(A) wc = M(A).
. Definition 2.14 of the bicommutant implies the following system of equations: for any
are the elements of M(A) w due to Lemma 3.15. By making vanish the appropriate R i , we find the equations
for any R i ∈ M R,b (A) and ∀x, y ∈ A. By a similar argument as in the proof of Lemma 3.15, the first line of equations implies that S 1 and JS 4 J lie in M L (A). Due to the fourth axiom of Definition 2.1, the R 1 (y) generate a dense subspace of H A so we have S 2 = S 3 = 0. Finally, JS As a consequence of this Theorem and of Proposition 2.17, from a Hilbert algebra A we constructed a GW*-algebra given by the closure of M(A). We also define the bounded part of multipliers: 
Morphisms and unitaries
We show here the functorial property of the bounded and unbounded multipliers, and then we characterize unitary multipliers. 
Then,Φ is a spatial isomorphism of von Neumann algebras.
• the unbounded extensionΦ :
Then,Φ is a spatial isomorphism of pre-GW*-algebras.
Proof Let us show this in the bounded case, the unbounded case is similar. FirstΦ(T ) is a multiplier of B. Indeed for any x, y ∈ B,
It is straightforward to see thatΦ is a morphism of algebras. It conserves the involutions since ∀x, y ∈ B,
Note that if two Hilbert algebras A and B are isomorphic and Φ is the isomorphism, then the natural traces are compatible, i.e. Proof Indeed for T = (L, R) ∈ M b (A), R = JL * J and J is a unitary antilinear map.
Note that if T ∈ M stab (A) is a unitary multiplier and Φ : A → B an isomorphism of Hilbert algebras, thenΦ(T ) is a unitary multiplier in M b (B) (see Proposition 3.20).
Proof Indeed, L and R * are respectively in M L,b (A) and M R,b (A) and they commute together due to Theorem 3.9, and U T is a unitary operator on H A stabilizing A. Then, it preserves the involution
If an automorphism U ∈ Aut(A) is associated to a unitary multiplier T = (L, R) ∈ M b (A) as above: U = U T , we say that U is an inner automorphism. In this case, the induced spatial isomorphism of M b (A) has the form
Proposition 3.23 Let A be a Hilbert algebra and P = (P L , P R ) ∈ M b (A). Then P L is a projection if and only if P R = JP L J is a projection. In this case, we note B := P L P R (A). B is a Hilbert algebra dense in H B := P L P R (H A ) and
Proof Due to the formula P R = JP * L J, we see that P 2 L = P L = P * L if and only if P 2 R = P R = P * R . Then, the rest can be showed by using Lemma 3.7.
Topology on multipliers
The multiplier space M(A) of an arbitrary Hilbert algebra A is an O*-algebra so that we can consider the graphic topology (see Definition 2.9) on its domain A ⊕ A. However, we will define another more interesting topology on A by introducing an auxiliary O*-algebra called the derived multiplier algebra. Definition 3.24 Let M topo (A) be the s * -closure in L + (A) of the vector space generated by LR (for L ∈ M L (A) and R ∈ M R (A)), or equivalently the s * -closure of the algebra generated by
. This is an O*-algebra of domain A called the derived multiplier algebra. Then, the multiplier topology τ M on A is defined as the graphic topology associated to the O*-algebra M topo (A). A is said to be mult-closed if it is complete for the multiplier topology.
The seminorms of the multiplier topology are x T := T (x) , for T ∈ M topo (A) and x ∈ A.
Let us recall that Z A denotes the bounded center (see Definition 2.7), and we define the multiplier center as
Lemma 3.25 The bounded center Z A is strongly dense in Z b (A).
by using Lemma 3.7. So T (z) ∈ Z A and Z A is a *-ideal of Z b (A). Let T 1 denote the unit of the strong closure of Z A . As in Theorem 3.9, due to the density of {xy, x, y ∈ A} in H A , we deduce that T 1 = id H A and finally that Z b (A) is the strong closure of Z A .
Proposition 3.26 Let
Proof Let T ∈ M topo (A) w . Then, for any x, y ∈ A and S ∈ M topo (A), we have y, T S(x) = S + (y), T (x) . If we take S = λ z with z ∈ A, we obtain that T commutes with λ z , so
Remark 3.27 Note that Z b (A) is a von Neumann algebra whose commutant is given by M topo,b (A), generated by LR (for L ∈ M L,b (A) and R ∈ M R,b (A)). Due to the s * -closure of M topo (A) and to Remark 2.15, we see that
We say that the Hilbert algebra A is centered if Z A ·A ⊂ A.
Lemma 3.28 Let A be a centered Hilbert algebra. Then, for any T ∈ M topo (A), the closure T is affiliated with M topo,b (A).
Proof We proceed as for Lemma 3.16. Let T ∈ M topo (A) and x ∈ Dom(T ), there exists a sequence x n ∈ A with x n → x and T (x n ) → T (x). For any z ∈ Z A , z is bounded and λ z (x n ) → λ z (x). Moreover, since Z A ·A ⊂ A, we deduce from Remark 3.27 that T commutes with λ z and
So λ z (x) ∈ Dom(T ) and T (λ z (x)) = λ z T (x). Due to Lemma 3.25, we can extend this result to all elements of Z b (A) = M topo,b (A) instead of λ z .
Proposition 3.29
Let A a centered mult-closed Hilbert algebra. Then, M topo (A) is a GW*-algebra.
Proof Indeed, Lemma 3.28 with Proposition 2.13 show that M topo (A) w stabilizes A. Finally, M topo (A) coincides with its bicommutant due to Remark 3.27.
Note that an element T ∈ M topo (A) decomposes as T = i L i R i (limit in the s * -topology) with L i ∈ M L (A) and R i ∈ M R (A), so that T ∈ M topo (A) if and only if JT J ∈ M topo (A).
Proposition 3.30 Let us suppose that the multiplier topology is given by the seminorms generated by LR , for a countable number of elements L ∈ M(A), R ∈ M R (A) (without s * -limit). Then, (A, τ M ) is a topological *-algebra, i.e. the product is separately continuous on (A, τ M ) and the involution is continuous on (A, τ M ). Moreover, if (A, τ M ) is complete, then it is a Fréchet algebra.
Proof Indeed for x, y ∈ A and T = i L i R i ∈ M topo (A) (we can take the sum finite), we have
Note that the multiplier topology is automatically given by the topology associated to operators LR (without s * -limit) when this latter topology is Fréchet (see below Definition 2.9).
Proposition 3.31 Let Φ : A → B be an isomorphism of Hilbert algebras. Then, Φ is a homeomorphism for the multiplier topologies of A and B.
Proof We denote byΦ : M(A) → M(B) the unbounded extension of Φ (see Proposition 3.20) . For x ∈ A and T ∈ M topo (A), we have
and it turns out that Φ
. Then L and R are continuous linear maps A → A for the multiplier topology.
Proof Indeed for T ∈ M topo (A) and x ∈ A, we have
and as before, T L and T R are in M topo (A). 
For any x, y ∈ A, we choose a bounded subset B ∈ B M containing x and xy, we have
We proceed in the same way for M R (A). And M(A) M L (A) ∩ M R (A) for the topologies described above. Moreover, the product is separately continuous on M L (A) and
is complete (for the bounded convergence) and M(A) also for the strong*-topology. If A is Fréchet nuclear, then L(A, τ M ) is complete nuclear and M(A) also.
Special cases
Let us see first the case of a unital Hilbert algebra A. From [4] , we know that the left von Neumann associated to A is finite, so M b (A) A b is finite. Proposition 3.35 Let A be a unital Hilbert algebra. Then M(A) A.
We also see that M(A) is not closed, so not a GW*-algebra, unless A = A b = H A .
The second special case we consider here is commutative Hilbert algebras. Proof First, for x, y ∈ A we have λ x (y) = ρ x (y) and this extends by continuity to all y ∈ H A . For x ∈ A b and y ∈ A, ρ x (y) = λ y (x) = ρ y (x) = λ x (y) and this extends also to all y ∈ H A . So It means that they can be approximated in the s * -topology by sequences S n and T m of M b (A). Since S n and T m commute by Proposition 3.36, we obtain by taking the limits that S and T commute.
The next part is standard and can be found in [9] , but we indicate it here for self-containedness. For T ∈ M(A) and x ∈ A, we have T (x) = T + (x) , so Dom(T ) = Dom(T + ). Let now x ∈ Dom(T * ). We consider the polar decomposition T = U T |T | with U T a unitary element of M b (A) (since T is affiliated with). We have for any y ∈ A,
Example 3.38 Let us consider the Schwartz function A = S(R n ) with commutative pointwise multiplication, complex conjugation and scalar product of L 2 (R n ). A is a commutative Hilbert algebra and its fulfillment is
4 Multipliers in non-formal deformation quantization
Hilbert deformation quantization
Owing to the theory of multipliers and to the examples of non-formal deformation quantization we know (see next sections), we introduce the following definition of Hilbert deformation quantization.
Definition 4.1 Let M be a smooth manifold, and for any θ ∈ R, A θ be a subspace of complex measurable functions on M . Let θ be an associative product on A θ for any θ = 0 ( 0 be the pointwise product on A 0 ), and −, − be a fixed scalar product.
• The family A = (A θ ) is called a Hilbert deformation quantization (HDQ) of M if for any θ ∈ R, (A θ , θ ) is a Hilbert algebra for the involution given by complex conjugation and for the scalar product −, − , and if A θ contains the smooth functions with compact support D(M ) as a dense subset.
• A Hilbert deformation quantization A, with constant fibers A θ = A, is called continuous if for any f 1 , f 2 ∈ A, the map θ → f 1 θ f 2 is continuous on R, for the norm associated to the scalar product.
• Let A and B be two Hilbert deformation quantizations of the smooth manifolds M and N . An intertwiner of A and B is a family of isomorphisms U θ : A θ → B θ of Hilbert algebras (see Definition 3.19).
• A representation (also called a quantization map) of a HDQ A is a family Ω = (Ω θ ) of isometric *-morphisms Ω θ : A θ → L 2 (H θ ) with dense range, for (H θ ) a family of Hilbert spaces.
To any Hilbert deformation quantization (HDQ) A = (A θ ), we can associate directly the family of von Neumann algebras given by the bounded multipliers M b (A) := (M b (A θ )) and the family of pre-GW*-algebras given by the unbounded multipliers M(A) := (M(A θ )). Then, we can easily prove the following result.
Proposition 4.2
• If A is a G-invariant HDQ, then M b (A) and M(A) are also stabilized by the natural action of G.
• Let U : A → B be an intertwiner between two HDQ. Then, there existT :
spatial isomorphism of von Neumann algebras andT : M(A) → M(B) a spatial isomorphism of pre-GW*-algebras.
Proof First, the action of G on the multipliers is g * T := g * • T • (g −1 ) * , for g ∈ G and T ∈ M b (A) or T ∈ M(A). It turns out that g * is an automorphism of any Hilbert algebra A θ due to the G-invariance, so we get the first result. The second result is just a translation of Proposition 3.20 in the framework of HDQ. Proof This uses Proposition 4.2 and the standard fact that M b (L 2 (H)) B(H) for any Hilbert space H. We recall the proof. Consider the map Φ :
H)). It is an algebra homomorphism compatible with the involutions. But
Let (e k ) be a Hilbert basis of H. Then, due to Parseval theorem, (ϕ kl ) defined by ϕ kl (e m ) := δ lm e k , is a Hilbert basis of L 2 (H): any S ∈ L 2 (H) decomposes as S = k,l S kl ϕ kl with S
Left multiplier condition as well as the identity ϕ kl ϕ mn = δ lm ϕ kn imply that L mnkl = L mk δ ln . By using the isometry of Φ, we deduce that L coincides with the image of Φ of the operator e k → m L mk e m in B(H), and Φ is surjective.
Proposition 4.4
• Let A be a continuous HDQ. Then, the constant family A is a lower semicontinuous family of pre-C*-algebras. But in general, its completion doesn't coincide with M b (A).
• Let U : A → B be an intertwiner between two HDQ and suppose that M b (A) is a continuous field of C*-algebras. Then, M b (B) is also a continuous field of C*-algebras.
Proof The first result is due to M. Rieffel. If θ → f 1 θ f 2 is continuous for any f 1 , f 2 ∈ A, then f 1 , f θ f 2 is also continuous and this implies lower semicontinuity (see [31] ). The second result is obvious by using the isomorphismŨ .
Symmetries of Hilbert deformation quantizations
We assume here that the HDQ is complete, i.e. for any θ ∈ R * , A θ is a complete Hilbert algebra. We introduce here the concept of symmetries of HDQ , which will be useful to construct other HDQ. Note that a symmetry of a HDQ A of a manifold M does not come in general from a group action on M , but these group actions can be interesting examples. Let (A θ , θ ) be a complete HDQ of a smooth manifold M .
Definition 4.5 Let g be a countable-dimensional subspace of C ∞ (M ), stable under complex conjugation, such that left and right θ -multiplication L T , R T are defined as unbounded operators with domain containing D(M ), for any T ∈ g. We assume that 1. g is a Lie algebra for the θ -commutator, i.e.
. Then, U(g) has a countable PBW basis.
the θ -multiplication L T , R T are unbounded operators with domain containing D(M ), for any T ∈ U(g),
such operators L S , R T commute on D(M ) and act as multipliers on D(M ),
4. they satisfy JL T J = R T , where J is the complex conjugation,
and they commute with the bounded center Z b (A).
Under these conditions, g is called a symmetry of the HDQ A.
Remark 4.6 If g contains functions such that L T and R T are in A θ , for any T ∈ U(g), then conditions 2, 3, 4 and 5 are trivial. In the general unbounded case (for next theorem), we have to assume such conditions, but in concrete examples, with explicit expressions of L T and R T , these conditions will be easy to check.
Theorem 4.7 Let g be a symmetry of the HDQ A. Then, we set B θ to be the closure of D(M ) for the seminorms f S,T := L S R T (f ) , for S, T ∈ U(g) and f ∈ D(M ). Then, B θ is a dense Hilbert subalgebra of A θ and B defines therefore a HDQ. Moreover, the above locally convex topology corresponds to the multiplier topology τ M on B, and (B, τ M ) is a Fréchet algebra.
Proof First B θ is dense in A θ because it contains D(M ). The algebra A θ is of type I ∞ so it is complete with respect to the scalar product, and hence the product θ is jointly continuous for this topology. So for any S, T ∈ U(g) and f, g ∈ D(M ),
due to condition 3 of Definition 4.5, and B θ is an algebra. Due to condition 4 of Definition 4.5, we have that L S R T (f ) = L T R S (f ) and B θ is also stable by the complex conjugation.
We showed that B θ is a dense Hilbert subalgebra of A θ , but it has also a Fréchet topology with the seminorms · S,T . Moreover by definition, restricted to B θ , L T ∈ M L (B θ ) and R T ∈ M R (B θ ). From condition 5 of Definition 4.5, we see by Propositions 3.29 and 3.26 that for any S, T ∈ U(g), L S R T ∈ M topo (B θ ). It means that {(L S ) |B θ (R T ) |B θ , S, T ∈ U(g)} generates an O*-algebra on B θ contained in M topo (B θ ), and whose graphic topology is Fréchet. This topology then coincides with the multiplier topology of B θ by section 2.2.
In the above notations, we call B the Schwartz HDQ induced by the symmetry g from the complete HDQ A and denote it by S(A, g) := B. Due to Proposition 3.34, M(B) is then a family of locally convex complete *-algebras, and it contains the symmetry g and its universal enveloping algebra U(g).
Definition 4.8
Let Ω : B → L 2 (H) be a representation. We say that Ω is extendable if
• For any T ∈ M(B),Ω θ (T ) is defined as an unbounded operator on H θ with domain containing a common fixed dense subset D.
• For any T, S ∈ M(B),Ω θ (T )Ω θ (S) =Ω θ (T θ S).
• For any T ,Ω θ (T ) =Ω θ (T ) * , where T means the complex conjugate of T .
If the associative product and the representation are given by smooth kernels as it is the case in various examples, these conditions are generally satisfied and easy to prove. Proof First, we note that Ω is also a representation of the HDQ B. Due to the proof of Theorem 4.7, M(U(g)) is an O*-algebra on B. We then define the domain D B to be 
It is dense in
A first application of this computation with T ∈ U(g) shows that L T (f ϕ ) and R T (f ϕ ) are Hilbert-Schmidt, so f ϕ ∈ B. A second application with T ∈ M(B) permits to show that
. Then, with a slight modification, we have
. Due to Definition 4.8,Ω is a *-algebra homomorphism. Let S ∈ M(B) such thatΩ(S) = 0. Then, for any f ∈ B, we have
due to the isometric map Ω : B → L 2 (H). And S = 0, which shows the injectivity ofΩ.
Star-exponential
Let (A θ , θ ) be a complete HDQ of a smooth manifold M . Let also g be a real symmetry of A and we note B := S(A, g) the Schwartz HDQ induced by the symmetry g. 
Theorem 4.11
The star-exponential of any element T ∈ g is a unitary multiplier in M stab (B), and it satisfies the BCH property:
where BCH(T, T ) = log(e T e T ) in the Lie algebra g.
Proof Since any element T ∈ g is a real smooth function, L T , R T are essentially selfadjoint operators so that e i θ L T and e i θ R T are unitary operators, and they are respectively equal to the strongly convergent series
The BCH property can be obtained by using this approximation by series as in formal deformation quantization (algebraic property).
What remains to be proved is the fact that E θ ( i θ T ) stabilizes B. For example, for any S, T ∈ g and f ∈ B, we have
is the left action of an element of g. In the same way, we can extend this result to L S for S ∈ U(g) and to R S , which proves that e i θ L T f ∈ B by using Theorem 4.7.
Note that the star-exponential satisfies the following equation
which could be useful to determine its explicit expression in the concrete examples.
Associated functional spaces
Let (A θ , θ ) be a complete HDQ of a smooth manifold M and let g be a real finite-dimensional symmetry of A. We denote by (e i ) i∈I a basis of g (the following theory will be independent of its particular choice).
Definition 4.12 From this deformation A and its symmetry g, we define
• the Sobolev spaces H k (A, g) (k ∈ N) induced by g as the completion of D(M ) for the norm f k := sup
• the GBV spaces 2 G k,l (A, g) (k, l ∈ N) induced by g as the completion of D(M ) for the norm f k,l := sup
To give an intuition, note that (L e i − R e i ) just corresponds to the inner θ -derivation [e i , ·] θ .
Proposition 4.13 For k ∈ N, the induced Sobolev space H k (A θ , g) is a dense Hilbert subalgebra of A θ and it is a Hilbert space for the scalar product
), we can show recursively by using the Leibniz rule for the
where we also used that the Hilbert algebra A θ is complete, so the product θ is jointly continuous for its Hilbert topology. Iteration of such identities yields the result:
). For the involution J (corresponding to the complex conjugation), we have
because J is unitary and involutive, and JL e i J = R e i = R e i . So if f ∈ H k (A, g), its complex conjugate also belongs to the Sobolev space. It is then easy to see that −, − k is a hermitian positive definite scalar product and that it is associated to the topology of H k (A, g).
Remark 4.14 We note H
It is also a dense Hilbert subalgebra of A, and a Fréchet algebra for the projective limit topology.
for any p, q ∈ N, and where J is the complex conjugation. As a consequence, G k,l (A θ , g) is a subalgebra of A θ and a Hilbert space for the scalar product
Proof By using the unbounded multiplier property of the symmetry:
, as well as the completeness of the HDQ A θ , we obtain the result concerning the star-product of GBV spaces. Since the complex conjugation transforms a left multiplication into a right one, we have also that
). The rest are easy consequences.
Remark 4.16
It turns out that the GBV spaces form a decreasing sequence, i.e. G k ,l (A, g) ⊂ G k,l (A, g) for k ≤ k and l ≤ l . Moreover, we can see that S(A, g) = k,l∈N G k,l (A, g) and that the projective limit topology corresponds to the standard topology defined in Theorem 4.7.
We see in particular that the spaces H k (A, g) and G k,k (A, g) define HDQs, and also nontrivial unbounded multipliers *-algebras.
Lemma 4.17 For any k, l, p, q ∈ N, we have
Then, we have
by using the fact that A θ is complete, and that (R T , L T ) ∈ M(S(A, g)) w by Lemma 3.15 and Proposition 3.10, so that L e i 1 . . . L e ip and R T commute.
Proposition 4.18 The induced Schwartz space S(A, g) is stable under the holomorphic functional calculus.
Proof We adapt the argument of [28] to this more general case. Let f ∈ S(A, g) such that 1 + f is invertible in M b (A), and we note 1 + T its inverse. Let us show that T ∈ S(A, g). , g) ) where we identify f with its multiplier Ξ f = (λ f , ρ f ). We multiply on the right by f and obtain
By using Lemma 4.17 and Remark 4.16, we have that f θ T θ f ∈ k,l∈N G k,l (A, g) = S(A, g); so T ∈ S(A, g), and S(A, g) is stable under holomorphic calculus.
Invariant symmetries
To motivate the definition of an invariant symmetry of a HDQ A, let us consider first a formal deformation quantization θ of a symplectic manifold (M, ω), on which the Lie group G is acting in a strong Hamiltonian way, i.e. there exists moment maps η X ∈ C ∞ (M ) for any X ∈ g (g: Lie algebra of G), such that the Poisson bracket with respect to ω gives
We recall that θ is said to be covariant if [η X , η Y ] θ = −iθη [X,Y ] , and invariant if ∀g ∈ G the pullback of the left action leaves the product invariant:
(e −tX ) * is the fundamental vector field. Suppose that M is cohomologically trivial, so that any derivation is inner, there exist
If the Lie group G contains "sufficiently symmetries", then Ξ X = η X , and X * = i θ [η X , ·] θ , which will be a very useful property.
Reciprocally, if X * = i θ [η X , ·] θ , then the star-product is obviously covariant and each fundamental vector is a θ -derivation. So, if the Lie group G is connected, the pullback of the left action of G acts by θ -automorphisms, so θ is also G-invariant. This discussion comes from ideas of the retract method of P. Bieliavsky.
We can now introduce the notion of invariant symmetry. Let us consider now non-formal deformation quantization. Definition 4.19 Let (A θ , θ ) be a complete HDQ of a smooth manifold M . Let G be a connected Lie group acting smoothly and in a strong Hamiltonian way on M , with Lie algebra g. This action is said to be an invariant symmetry of the HDQ
, is an automorphism of the Hilbert algebra A θ and if
where η X denotes the moment map of X ∈ g.
Given such a G-invariant symmetry of the HDQ A, the moment maps η X then form a symmetry of the HDQ A θ . We can consider the star-exponential of the moment maps E θ ( i θ η X ) (see section 4.3) or its integrated version: 
Proof The first part of the Proposition is an easy consequence of Theorem 4.11. Then, the infinitesimal version of Equation (4.1) is given by X * = i θ [η X , ·] θ since X * is the derivative of L e tX and η X the one of E e tX = E θ ( i θ tη X ). Integration of this condition provides the result.
We say that an intertwiner V : A → B, between two complete HDQ A and B with the same invariant G-symmetry, is G-equivariant if the map V θ is equivariant for the actions of G on A θ and B θ . A and B have the same invariant G-symmetry and if V : A → B is a G-equivariant intertwiner, the bounded and unbounded extensionsṼ are also G-equivariant.
Proposition 4.21 If the HDQs
Proof Indeed, we compute that
, due to G-invariant symmetry and to the equivariance of V .
Proposition 4.22
Let A be a complete HDQ with a G-invariant symmetry and Ω :
and Ω is G-equivariant:
Proof This is just a consequence of the definition of a representation (see Definition 4.1) and of Equation (4.1).
Proposition 4.23
Let A be a complete HDQ with a G-invariant symmetry. Then,
) is the space of smooth vectors of A θ for the action
It is independent of the parameter θ.
Proof This result is a consequence of the definition of
5 Examples of Hilbert deformation quantization
Moyal-Weyl deformation quantization
We recall the non-formal expression of the Moyal product:
where ω is the standard symplectic form of R 2n , θ ∈ R * and x ∈ R 2n . It satisfies the tracial identity
It is then well-known that the star-product θ extends to L 2 (R 2n ), and that space endowed with θ , the complex conjugation and the standard scalar product f 1 , f 2 := R 2n f 1 (x)f 2 (x)dx, is a full (and complete) Hilbert algebra. We then introduce its bounded multiplier algebra M b (L 2 (R 2n )), and call it the bounded Moyal multiplier algebra. It is actually isomorphic to the left bounded multipliers (also used in [28] ) and it is a von Neumann algebra of type I ∞ with trivial center Z b (L 2 (R 2n )) = C1.
We also recall the form of the Weyl quantization. If x = (q, p) ∈ R n ⊕ R n = R 2n that is a Lagrangian decomposition with respect to ω, the Weyl map Ω θ :
). See also [32] for study on the Weyl map. Let us have a look on some particular multipliers of the Moyal algebra.
given by
The associated automorphism is the change of sign: F R ) the Fourier multiplier. By using the identification of the multipliers with tempered distributions (see Theorem 5.9), we can see that the Fourier multiplier is associated to the Dirac distribution (πθ) n δ(x), as also noticed in [28] .
Proof First, it is well-known that F L and F R are unitary (normalization has been chosen for this). Then, for
which shows that (F L , F R ) is a multiplier.
Example 5.3
The translation by elements of the Abelian group R 2n :
is a group homomorphism L : R 2n → Aut(A θ ) valued in the inner automorphisms, due to the R 2n -invariance of the star-product. Indeed,
is a unitary multiplier and
In the identification of Theorem 5.9, L x 0 is associated to the function x → e i θ ω(x 0 ,x) . It is easy to see the left action on the multipliers:
It turns out that the action of the translation group R 2n , under which the star-product is invariant, is Hamiltonian with respect to the standard symplectic form used for the deformation quantization, and the moment map of the action has the form ∀x, y ∈ R
2n
: η x (y) = ω(x, y) and it is covariant for the star-product:
Proposition 5.4 The Lie algebra g R 2n of the translation group, via the moment map, together with the unit 1, yields an (invariant) symmetry of the HDQ A. Moreover, the Schwartz HDQ induced by this symmetry coincides with the Schwartz functions:
Proof Left and right θ -multiplications by linear functions are unbounded operators with domain containing D(R 2n ), and the covariance of θ gives the Lie algebra condition on these operators. Moreover, Z b (L 2 (R 2n )) = C1 so it commutes with U(g). To identify B, we have to look at its multiplier topology. By Theorem 4.9, this topology is given by seminorms L S R T (f ) , where the norm is the L 2 -norm, L S is the left θ -multiplication by the polynom S and R T is the right θ -multiplication by the polynomial T . Since, the commutator and the anticommutator have the following expression as unbounded operators
this topology is generated by the seminorms x α ∂ β f (α, β multi-indices), and so it corresponds to the standard topology of the Schwartz space by [33] .
It turns out that S(A, g) induced by the translation symmetry is a continuous deformation quantization. Actually, the situation is much better since M. Rieffel proved in [15] 
is a continuous field of C*-algebras.
Remark 5.5 The framework of symmetries of HDQ is more general than pullback of group actions on the underlying manifold M . For example on M = R 2 endowed with the Moyal-Weyl product, consider the complex countable-dimensional Lie algebra g with generators e nx (x ∈ R 2 and n ∈ Z 2 or n ∈ N 2 ) and satisfying the relations
This symmetry of A also induces a HDQ of Fréchet algebras.
Matrix basis and GBV spaces
In this section, we want to show that the GBV spaces G k,l (A θ , g) correspond to the ones introduced in [34] with the matrix basis, and that the Sobolev spaces H k (A, g) correspond to the usual Sobolev spaces H k (R 2n ). To get simpler expressions, let us work in dimension 2 (n = 1) here, even if the results obtained are valid for arbitrary n.
First, we recall the matrix basis (b mn ) m,n∈N given in [34] by
where we use the polar coordinates x = (x 1 , x 2 ) = (r cos(ϕ), r sin(ϕ)) ∈ R 2 and the Laguerre polynomials L k m . Such a matrix basis is contained in S(R 2 ) and it satisfies
The above properties allow to show directly the following result.
Proposition 5.6 Let 2 (N 2 ) be the space of infinite matrices (f mn ) m,n∈N such that m,n |f mn | 2 < ∞. It is a Hilbert algebra for the usual matrix product, the transpose-conjugation and the scalar product associated to the trace. Moreover, there is a Hilbert algebra isomorphism given by
whose inverse has the form
The usual GBV spaces are defined [34] as
Proposition 5.7 The GBV spaces G k,l (A θ , g) are identical to the usual ones G k,l (R 2 ).
Proof The translation symmetry g contains coordinates x 1 , x 2 . We provide a new basis:
The norm · k,l defining the topology of G k,l (A θ , g) in Definition 4.12 is expressed in terms of x 1 , x 2 ∈ g, but it can be equivalently reformulated in terms of z 1 , z 2 . Moreover, the isomorphism of Proposition 5.6 can be extended to the polynomials and we have
Therefore, we can compute the norm in terms of the matrix basis coefficients:
where α a , β b are real constants depending on the indices i 1 , . . . , i p and j 1 , . . . , j q , and satisfying |α a | ≤ p, |β q | ≤ q. With this expression, we see immediatly that
Using the expression of the commutator [x j , ·] θ = iθ(ω∂ x ) j , we obtain the following result concerning the Sobolev spaces.
Proposition 5.8 The Sobolev spaces H
k (A θ , g) are identical to the usual ones H k (R 2 ).
Link with distributions
Let us try to identify the multiplier space M(B) of B = S(R 2n ). We will show here that this unbounded notion of multipliers of Hilbert algebra corresponds in this particular case to the well-known notion of multipliers of a Fréchet algebra.
Recall that for (B θ , θ ) be an arbitrary Hilbert subalgebra of A θ = (L 2 (R 2n ), θ ) and a Fréchet algebra containing D(M ) and contained in C ∞ (M ), we can also define a notion of Fréchet multiplier as following. By denoting also −, − the duality bracket between the distributions B θ and the functions A θ , the product θ satisfying a tracial identity can be extended as 4) which is compatible with the case T ∈ B θ (the duality bracket corresponds then to the scalar product). Then, the multiplier space associated to the Fréchet algebra B θ has the form
This space is equipped with the topology associated to the seminorms:
where B is a bounded subset of B θ and f j are the Fréchet seminorms of B θ . The product θ can be extended to M θ (B θ ) by:
And (M θ (B θ ), θ ) is an associative Hausdorff locally convex algebra, called the Fréchet multiplier algebra.
Theorem 5.9 Let (B θ , θ ) be a Hilbert subalgebra of A θ as well as a nuclear Fréchet algebra containing D(M ) and contained in
Proof We will use the following inclusion B θ → B θ to see first M(B θ ) as a subspace of the distributions B θ . Let us consider an arbitrary T = (L, R) ∈ M(B θ ). Due to Proposition 3.32, the maps L, R : B θ → B θ are continuous for the Fréchet topologies. Due to Schwartz kernel's theorem, there exist kernels
where we use by convenience the symbol integral to mean only the duality bracket for distributions (extending the scalar product of A θ ). Implementing the conditions of L to be a left multiplier leads to
. This is equivalent to the condition
In the same way, we have
ω(x,y) . We define the following distributions in B θ :
A simple computation gives that ∀f ∈ B θ ,
where θ is defined between B θ and B θ by (5.4), i.e. the integral has a distributional meaning. We have also R(f )(
We can now apply this theorem directly to the algebra B θ = (S(R 2n ), θ ) and we see that its unbounded multiplier algebra M(B θ ) corresponds to the Fréchet multipliers of S(R 2n ) (a subspace of the tempered distributions S (R 2n )) used in [32, 34, 28] .
Remark 5.10 The Weyl map (5.3) restricted to S(A, g) is extendable. Due to Theorem 4.9 and since D S(A,g) = S(R n ), we obtain a faithful *-representatioñ
that was already considered in [32] for the Moyal-Weyl quantization.
Infinite-dimensional Clifford algebras
As an illustration of the unital case, let us consider the well-known hyperfinite type II 1 factor, but seen as a limit of deformation quantization. Let V be an infinite dimensional separable real vector space with a positive definite scalar product. We consider an orthonormal basis (ξ i ) i∈N of V . The Clifford algebra Cl(V ) consists in the tensor algebra of the complexification of V quotiented by the ideal generated by {v ⊗ v − v, v 1l}. It is generated by the ξ i satisfying
A basis of V is given by the ξ I := i∈I ξ i where the product is ordered, ξ ∅ = 1l and I are subsets of N.
The following is a consequence of [35] . The algebra Cl(V ) has an involution as well as a normalized (τ (1l) = 1) hermitian (τ (x * ) = τ (x)) trace (τ (xy) = τ (yx)) τ : Cl(V ) → C defined by
for any x = I x I ξ I with x I ∈ C, I ⊂ N and the sum is finite. The map (x, y) → τ (x * y) is a sesquilinear hermitian positive definite form and we note H the completion of Cl(V ) for the norm associated to this sesquilinear form. Then, Cl(V ) acts by left-multiplication on H and we note Cl Note that the hyperfactor of type II ∞ can be obtained as the tensor product M b (R 2n )⊗Cl[V ], so as the limit of the deformation quantization R 2n|2m with m → ∞.
Deformation quantization of normal j-groups
To show the efficiency of this framework of Hilbert deformation quantization, we look at another deformation quantization that was defined and studied in [25] . Let us first describe what are elementary normal j-groups (see [26] ). They are AN Iwasawa factor of the simple Lie groups SU (1, n) for n ∈ N * . Explicitly they are realized as S = R × V × R, where (V, ω) is a symplectic vector space of dimension 2n. With the coordinate system (a, x, ) associated to such a realization, the group law of S has the form (a, x, )·(a , x , ) = a + a , e −a x + x , e −2a + + 1 2 e −a ω(x, x ) (5.5) and the inverse (a, x, ) −1 = (−a, −e a x, −e 2a ). It turns out that the generic coadjoint orbit of this group is S-equivariantly diffeomorphic to the Lie group S itself and under this identification the KKS symplectic form has the expression ω S = 2da ∧ d + ω. The coadjoint action (or left-multiplication under the identification) has the associated moment maps 6) with decomposition of the Lie algebra s := RH ⊕ V ⊕ RE and exponential map (a, x, ) = e aH e x e E . On such groups, P. Bieliavsky and M. Massar introduced in [24] an associative S-invariant star-product that has the following form
for f 1 , f 2 ∈ D(S), g i := (a i , x i , i ) ∈ S, the left Haar measure dg := dadxd , and where the amplitude and the phase are
This product, which extends to L 2 (S), is related to the Moyal-Weyl product (5.1) (but on R 2n+2 and for the symplectic form ω S instead of ω), that we denote 0 θ in this section, via an intertwining operator U θ :
These operators have the form
Finally the product (5.7) is associated to the following quantization map [25] 
In [25] , a modified Schwartz space was introduced on S. Let us recall its definition. The left-invariant vector fields of S are given bỹ
with H, y and E generators of the Lie algebra s. The maps α are
for any g = (a, x, ) ∈ S. This leads to the following definition. The modified Schwartz space of S is defined as
where α j := α
. It is a Fréchet nuclear algebra endowed with the seminorms ( f j,P ) and the star-product (5.7).
Let us see how the above setting fits in the formalism of HDQ. Denote A θ := L 2 (S) for θ = 0 and Proof First, we know from [24] that U θ is an algebra homomorphism. It is easy to see that it is also compatible with complex conjugation and scalar products:
first by integrating on , then by changing the variable x and integrating over t. So U θ is an isometric isomorphism from (L 2 (R 2n+2 ), 0 θ ) and (L 2 (S), θ ), which shows that (L 2 (S), θ ) is a complete Hilbert algebra. Actually, it was already directly proved in [25] that this was a Hilbert algebra. Then, a direct computation shows the relation
Proof This is a direct consequence of the fact that M b (L 2 (R 2n+2 ), θ ) is a continuous field of C*-algebras [15] , of the fact that U :
is an intertwiner and of Proposition 4.4.
Example 5.14 Let us define here a particular multiplier of A θ that gives a new Fourier transformation. The symplectic Fourier transformation is a multiplier of the Moyal-Weyl HDQ associated to the distribution (πθ) n δ(x) (see Example 5.2). Let us push such a Dirac distribution by the intertwiner U θ :
Then, this Fourier transform
We have therefore defined two unitary transformations on A θ . The associated automorphism is also the change of sign:
Symmetry for normal j-groups
Let us now identify the space S(S) in the framework of HDQ.
Theorem 5.15
The subspace of C ∞ (S) generated by the functions , constants, e −a x j , e a x j (j ∈ {1, . . . , 2n}), e −2a and e 2a in the coordinate system (a, x, ) of S forms a symmetry g of the HDQ A of Proposition 5.12. The Schwartz HDQ B := S(A, g) induced by this symmetry corresponds to the modified Schwartz space S(S) defined in (5.10).
It turns out that g is a representation of the Lie algebra of the transvection group of the bounded symmetric domain associated (and isomorphic) to S, so that we can call this symmetry g the transvection symmetry. The action of this transvection group is actually an invariant symmetry of the HDQ. for ε, ε = ±1. Let us show that the multiplier topology of B θ , i.e. the one generated by the seminorms L S R T f , for f ∈ B θ , S, T ∈ U(g), corresponds to the topology of S(S), i.e. the one generated by the seminorms sinh(2a) where the anticommutator is denoted as {f, g} θ = f θ g + g θ f .
• If k is even, cosh(k·arcsinh(u)) = P k (u)ε 0 (u), with P k a real polynomial of degree k and ε 0 (u) = 1.
• If k is odd, cosh(k·arcsinh(u)) = P k (u)ε 1 (u), with P k a real polynomial of degree k − 1 and ε 1 (u) = √ 1 + u 2 .
• If k is even, sinh(k·arcsinh(u)) = Q k (u)ε 1 (u), with Q k a real polynomial of degree k − 1 and ε 1 (u) = √ 1 + u 2 .
• If k is odd, sinh(k·arcsinh(u)) = Q k (u)ε 0 (u), with Q k a real polynomial of degree k and ε 0 (u) = 1.
In particular, P 1 (u) = 1, Q 1 (u) = u, P 2 (u) = 1 + 2u 2 , Q 2 (u) = 2u, P 3 (u) = 1 + 4u 2 , Q 3 (u) = 3u + 4u 3 ,... We can now compute the L 2 -norms of these quantities. by using integration by parts since (Q k ε k+1 ) 2 is always a polynomial. We get
• If k is even, {e −2ka , f } θ 2 = 4 e −2ka P k ( −iθ 2 ∂ )f 2 .
• If k is odd, {e −2ka , f } θ 2 = 4 e −2ka P k ( −iθ
• If k is even, [e −2ka , f ] θ 2 = 4 e −2ka Q k ( −iθ
• If k is odd, [e −2ka , f ] θ 2 = 4 e −2ka Q k ( −iθ
Since the star-mutliplication of powers of e −2a and e 2a is just the pointwise multiplication, we see that the a-part of the multiplier topology of B θ is generated by the seminorms {e −2ka , f } θ and [e −2ka , f ] θ . And these are equivalent to the seminorms e −2k 1 a ∂ k 2 f (for the use of the L 2 -norm), and also to the seminorms sinh(2a) k 1 ∂ k 2 f (by using the inequality cosh(2a) ≤ 1 + sinh(2a) 2 ). What remains to be done for this part concerning the generators e ±2a is the equivalence between these seminorms and the seminorms using the same operators but with the L ∞ -norm. We adapt the standard argument of [33] and we concentrate on the variable a and look at the low order case. Since (1 + sinh(2a) 2 ) −1 is in L 2 (R), then
For the other sense of the equivalence, we use f (a) = a −∞ ∂ a f (a )da and we obtain
by using also the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality. Now let us compare the part of the multiplier topology corresponding to the generator x with the part of the topology of S(S) corresponding to the operators x α ∂ β x . The philosophy is the same as before so let us do it for degree 1. First, a computation gives the following expressions (for ε = ±1): So, the multiplier topology of B θ is equivalent to the Fréchet topology of S(S) and we have B θ = S(S). In [25] , it has been proved that the starproducts for G were tensor products of the elementary factors S i and that the modified Schwartz space was also a tensor product: S(G) := S(S 1 )⊗ . . .⊗S(S N ). Then, by taking the generators given in Theorem 5.15 for each factor S i , we obtain a symmetry of the HDQ (L 2 (G), θ ) given by the tensor product of each (L 2 (S i ), θ ), and the Schwartz induced HDQ corresponds to the tensor product S(G). In the same way, results below concerning elementary normal j-groups S can be extended to normal j-groups.
Remark 5.17
Even if the kernel of the star-product (5.7) is different from the one of the Moyal-Weyl product (5.1), a slight adaptation of the proof of Theorem 5.9 leads to the same kind of result, namely that the unbounded multiplier space M(B θ ), which is a complete nuclear locally convex Hausdorff *-algebra by Proposition 3.34, identifies with the Fréchet multiplier space M θ (S(S)) defined and used for the star-exponential in [27] .
Let us call the generators of g by H, y, y , E, E (with y, y ∈ V ) such that the moment maps are η H = 2 , η y = e −a ω(y, x), η y = e a ω(y , x), η E = e −2a , η E = e 2a .
Corollary 5.18 By Theorem 4.11, for any T ∈ g, the star-exponential E θ ( i θ T ) of the transvection symmetry g belongs to M stab (B θ ), so it is a unitary multiplier stabilizing B θ S(S). We can find its explicit expression by using [27] . Namely, any arbitrary T in g writes T (a, x, ) = αη H + η y + η y + βη E + β η E ,
